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Abstract

Theoretical formulas are depived for
the equivalent circuit parameters of a va-
riety of discontfnuties in balanced strip
transmission line. These formulas are
simple fn form and are obtained by employ-
%ng a small aperture procedure or a Babi-
net equivalence procedure in conjunction
with an approximate model of the line. The
results for a number of discontlnuitiee
are presented and comparison is made with
the available measured data.

I. Introduction

Approximate procedures are employed
in this paper for the determination of
equivalent circuits for a variety of dis-
continuity structures in balanced strip
transmission line. Before discussing
these structures or the theoretical pro-
cedures, it is desirable to mention cer-
tain general qualitative considerations.
Many of these general remarks are well-
known to those working with strip lines.

1. Discontinuities in balanced strip
transmission line will possess purely re-
active equivalent networks if a) the dis-
continuity is balanced, b) the outer plate
spacing Is less thanA/2, and, of course,
c) the discontinuity structure contains
no dissipative elements. If the dlscon-
tlnulty structure is unbalanced (unsym-
metrical with respect to the upper and
lower portions of the line), the discon-
tinuity will excite the dominant mode in
radial transmission line (the lowest E-
type (so-called pillbox) mode, similar to
the TEMmode in parallel plane line), and
radiation will occur producing resistive
contributions to the equivalent circuit.

A little of this unbalance can be
tolerated and the radiation prevented by
boxing In a small region surrounding the
discontinuity so that the unwanted ex-
cited mode becomes the dominant mode in
rectangular wavegutde, and by choostng
the dimensions such that the mode is
below cut-off. Even a balanced discontin-
uity will excite a variety of higher
radial line modes, the lowest of these
being similar to the El (or TM1) mode in
parallel plate line. None of these modes
wfll propagate, however, if the plate
spacing is less than ~/2. Therefore,
although the propagation of the dominant
mode does not impose any condition on the
plate spacing, a practical system must
have a plate separation less than 2i/2.

2. Most of the so-called transverse
discontinuity structures (those which
occupy a portion of the cross-section
plane) in common use in coaxial line or
rectangular guide do not have a counter-
part in strip line because of construc-
tional difficulties. As a result, it is
difficult in strip l%ne to obtain a shunt
capacitive discontinuity; a shunt induc.
tance can be produced by use of a vertical
wire or post. On the other hand, It is
easy in strip line to obtain either
series inductances or capacitances.

3. It is possible also to produce In
a simple fashion a series of resonant
discontinuity. An example of how this may
be obtained is the followlng. A narrow
gap extending completely across the fnner
conductor is known to be a series capactty
(see Fig. l(a)). On the other hand, the
rectangular slot of Fig. l(b) (which may
be photo-etched without any difficulty) is
a serious inductance. The proper choice
of length< of the slot will produce
resonance. It is of interest to note that
this length for resonance must of necessi-
ty be consi.detiably less than A/2.

4. The dominant mode In balanced
strip line is a TEM mode so that the field
distribution can be determined rigorously
by conformal mapping procedures. One
cannot apply these methods to the higher
modes, however, so that it is quite diffi:
cult to obtain the field distributions of
even the first few higher modes, althou,gh
their cut-off wavelengths may be fai~ly
readily computed. For the rigorous solu-
tlon of discontinuity problems one must
have available the approximate Green~s
function for the region. Since the geome-
try of strip line is not separable, as it
is for most waveguide shapes, the rigorous
determination of the Green~s function is a
major task in itself. For this reason it
becomes advisable to resort to approxima-
tion schemes in the determination of the
equivalent circuit parameters of discon-
kfnuity structures in strip llne. All of
the efforts described herein have been
along these latter lines.

A qualitative description of the
theoretical procedures employed in obtain-
ing the equivalent circuit parameters of a
number of discontinuity structures in
strip line is given in Sec. 11. An approx-
imate model Is first derived, and two
theoretical procedures, a small aperture
procedure and a Babinet equivalence pro-
cedure, are explained. The Babinet
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equivalence procedure is illustrated by
application to a sharp right angle bend in
strip llne.

The equivalent circuit parameters
for a number of. specific discontinuity
structures are presented in the Appendix.
The conductance expression for the radiat-
ing slot was derived in previous work by
the writer, but all others were obtained
by means of the approximation procedures
outlined in Sec. 11.

In Sec. III, the theoretical results
are compared with the available measured
data. In this ’connection, the writer Is
indebted to Mr. W. E. Fromm, Dr. E. G.
Fubini, and Mr. H. Keen of the Afrborne
Instruments Laboratory for their data on
the round hole and the gap in the Inner
conductor of strip line and for the VSWR
of a right angle bend in strip line, and
to Dr. A. D. Frost of Tufts College for
his data on the VSWR vs. angle of bend for
a bend of arbitrary angle in strip line.
The measurements at Tufts College were

taken wfth a variable short circuit and
the data analyzed by meana of Deschsmpsl
method, The measurements on the round
hole and the gap, taken at the Airborne
Inst:rumenta Laboratory, were made using a
novel and Interesting perturbation scheme
due to H. Keen.

The details of the derivations of
the theoretical expressions are not given
here but will be Included in a more com-
prehensive report issued by the Polytech-
nic Institute of Brooklyn under a contract
with the Air Force Cambridge Research
Centar.

II. Theoretical Methods

1. ~le Approximate Model

The balanced stir%p transmission line
considered @re, with an inner conductor
of zero thickness, $s indicated In Fig. 2.
Because of the formidable task, mentioned
above , of obtaining the appropriate
Greenfs functfon for the geometry of Fig.
2!, the approximate modelof Fig. 3 is
employed in the determination of the
equivalent circuit parameters for discon-
tfnuities in the llne. The width D of the
line Is related to the actual center strip
width. W by ‘

D= b K (k)/K (k!), (la)

where
k . tanh (Ww/2b),

and where K (k) is the complete elliptic
integral of the first kind of modulus k.
When w/b70.5, corresponding roughly to
characteristic impedances less than 100
ohms, D is given to an excellent approxi-

mation by

D=w,~h2
n (lb)

The line has electric walls (short cXr-
cuits) for the top and bottom plates and
magnetic walls (open circuits)’ for the
side walls. In effect, then, the approx-
imate model is a portion, of width D, of a
parallel plate transmission line of
infinite width.

The evolution of thfs model from the
actual geometry is ahown in Fig. 4. The
fringing of the electric field lines ~f
the dominant mode in the actual. geometry,
shown in Fig. 4(a) , may be compensated for
by extending the inner conductor width and
placing magnetic walls on the sides of the
line . If the extended width has the value
D specified by (la), structures (a) and
(b) of Fig. 4 have identtcal characteris-
tic impedance values. Structure (lb)may be
viewed as two identical poptions of paral-
lel plate transmission line placed back to
back, and any incident wave will divide
equally into both portions. Since any,
balanced discontinuity 5.n the line wI1l
reflect the same proportion of the inci-
dent wave in both top and bottom portions,
and since this proportion is also that for
the total wave, it is not necessary when
dealing with normalized quantities to
retain both halves of the llne. Thus, in
the analysis of balanced discontinuities
which are described in terms of normalized
quantities one need consider only one-half
of the structure and may thus employ the
approximate model of Fig. 3.

The equivalent structure of Fig.4(b)
has been applied by the writer to the
evaluation of the normalized conductance
of a radiating slot cut in one of the
outer conductors. (Since this discontin-
uity structure is unbalanced, both halves
of Fig. d(b) were necessary). The result
obtained was compared with that derived
via a rigorous conformal mapping procedure
using the original strip line geometry of
Fig. 2, and the agreement was excellent.
The results for the radiating slot are
included herein as Sec. A-1 of the Appen-
dfx. For many discontinuities, the use of
the approximate model should yield very
satisi’actory approximate results.

As an almost dfrect consequence of
the approximate inodel one can obtain the
equivalent circuit parameters of a gap in
the Inner conductor of strip lfne (see
Fig. 5). Since the gap extends completely
across the width of the inner conductor,
the dlscontinui.ty may be approximated by a
gap extending completely across the bottom
face, say, of the approximate model, and
therefore by a gap of infinite width in a
parallel plate waveguide of infkite
width. The solution for the latte~ situa-
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tion is obtainable from the already avail-
able solution for the E plane slit coupl-
ing Of rectangular guides, given on PP.

373-375 of the Javeguide Handbook2. (It

may be noted that parameter Bb of the
equivalent circuit of Fig. ‘7.1-1, on P.
374, should be a capacitance rather than
an inductance as given there.) ‘The

equivalent circuit parameters for the gap
In strip line are presented in Sec. A-3 of
the Appendix, and the comparison of
theoretical results with measwed data ia
given in Sec. III. The theoretical
expressions yield the centerline repre-
sentation directly; the results for the
edge representation are obtained by shift-
ing the centerline representation results
through the appropriate lengths of trans-
mission line.

An asymptotic form, valid for S)jw,
for the parameter BA/Yo of the edge repre-
sentation is also given in Sec. A-3. Thi S
form i.s obtained from the results for the
E-plane bifurcation presented on pp. 253-
255 of the WaveguLde Handbook2.

2. Small Aperture Procedure

One very useful procedure for
obtaining reasonably accurate approximate
values for the circuit parameters of a
discontinuity structure employs well-known
IIgmall aperture” ‘r “stored power” con-
siderations together with a variational
expression. An aperture type variational
expression, for series,type elements, for
example, may be written generallY as

B= Stored Power, (2)
g Y. ~ltag~2

where a trial aperture electric field E
must be inserted into both numerator and
denominator. The voltage term is then of
the form

JrVoltage = ~ x g . ~ds , (3)

aperture

where% is an appropriate mode function
which depends on the nature of the excita-
tion of the discontinuity and on the type
of waveguide. The determination of the
stored power is always the formidable
portion of any such evaluation, sLnce it
involves integrations over all the higher
modes of the waveguide.

The use of the “small apertures” or
“stored power” considerations avoids the
necessity for a separate evaluation of the
numerator of (2). Instead, one seeks the
already available solution for a similar
problem in a different waveguide croas-
section. If the guide walls which are
d~fferent in the two problems do not
substantially influence the stored power
(i.e., speaking loosely, the distortion

of the field lines) in the neighborhood
of the discontinuity, a property which
holds for “small apertures”, these
considerations state that the stored
powers for the two problems may be taken
to be equal. The stored power expression
is thus abatracte.d from this similar
problem by setting it up also in varia-
tional form, even though it may not have
been solved originally in this manner.
The similar problem must,. of course,
involve a discontinuity of the same shape
and with the same manner of excitation
as in the original problem. The desired
susceptance value is then equal to the
already known susceptance value multi-
plied by the rahfo of the pertinent
denominators.

ThTs procedure has been employed in

obtaining the equivalent circuit para-
meters given in Sec. A-2 of the Appendix
for the round hole in the inner conductor
of strip line. The theoretical results
apply directly to the centerline repre-
sentation; the results for the edge repre-
sentation are found by shifting the
centerline representation results through
the appropriate lengths of transmission
line. Two different variational expres-
sions are required; one for parameter

Ba/Yo, obtained by symmetrical electric
fieldexcitation of the hole, end one for
the parameter combination (Ba/Yo +2Bb/ye),
resulting from, anti-symmetric electric
field excitation. The similar problem,
for which the SOIU ion is given in the

8tiaveguide Handbook on pp. 375, 376, iS

that of E-plane aperture coupling of
rectangular waveguides. The details of
the derivations will not be presented
here.

Other discontinuity structures for
wh%ch the equivalent circuit parameters
may be found in this manner are the small
slot in the Inner.. conductor of strip line
(shown in Fig. l(b)), and the vertical
post indicated In Fig. 6. This peat may
be of round, elliptical or rectangular
cross-section, and may be perfectly con-
ducting or made of dielectric material.
Finally, the parameters for a hole of
elliptical, rather than round, shape may
also be found by using the Waveguide
Handbook” pages mentioned above in connec-
tion with the round hole.

3. Babinet Equivalence Procedure

When the Babinet equivalent of the
approximate model of Fig. 3 is taken, one
has available almost immediately the
solutions for a variety of discontinuities
in strip line. The Babinet equivalent of
a structure is found by replacing all
magnetic walls by electric walls and vice-
versa, and by replacing lines of E by
lines of H and lines of H by lines of -E.
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The equivalent circuit of the original
discontinuity structure la then the equiv-
alent circuit dual to that describing the
Babinet equivalent discontinuity struc-
ture. The numerical values of the cor-
responding duah elements are identical.

The line which is the Babinet equiv-
alent of the approximate model of Fig. 3
is ahown in Fig. 7, and is seen to be
another section of parallel plate line
rotated through 90°. Its use in the solu-
tion of discontinuity problems will be
illustrated with reference to the sharp
right angle bend in the inner conductor of
strip line.

A top view of the inner conductor of
a right angle bend in strip line is ahown
in F’ig. 8(a), while a top view of the same
bencl in the approximate model is indicated
in Fig. 8(b). The bend in the Babinet
equivalent line is illustrated by Fig.8(c),
and is seen to be a right-angle E-plane
benci (or E-plane corner) in parallel plate
transmission line. One can find the

equivalent circuit for the E-plane corner
at the terminal planes T2 and T2 in the
Babinet equivalent line by looking up pp.
312, 313 of the Waveguide Handbook2. This

circuit la shown in Fig. 9(a). The equiva-
lent cirouit appropriate to the approxi-
mate modelof Fig. S(b) at the terminal
planes T1 and T2 is thus the dual of that
of Fig. 9(a), and is given in Fig. 9(b).
The specific circuit parameters, which are
given in Sec. A-4 of the Appendix, are
obtained by making the appropriate dual
substitutions in relations 3(b) and 4(b)
on p. 313 of the Waveguide Handbook.

The equivalent circuit parameters
for the aharp bend of any angle, the
eudd!en change in width and the Tee junc-

tion, giVf3n in the Appendix, have all been
obtained by the use of the Babinet equiva-
lent line. Although not listed in the
!.ppendix, the results for a circular bend,
a junction between a straight length and
a tapered length of line, and a 1200 Y
junction either have been or can also be
determined by this procedure. The sharp
bendl of any angle is included here since
measured data are avsilable which permit
comparison with the theoretical results.

The sudden change in width and the
Tee junction are presented here, even
though no measurements are available,
because of features of interest in their
equivalent circuits. For the change in
width, one finds a series inductance
cha~acterizing the discontinuity, in con-
trast to the shunt inductance obtained for
a change in width in rectangular wave -
gufde and to the shunt capacitance
obteined for a change in height in rectan-
gular guide or a change in inner or outer
conductor radius in coaxial line. The

Tee Junction equivalent network possesses
H plane symmetry, as would be expected,
but its reference plane in the stub line
is not shifted by A/4 as is the case for
the corresponding form of the network in
an H plane Tee in rectangular waveguide.

In some of these discontinuities
some error may be present in the location
of the appropriate reference planes. For
example, in the change in width, the
reference plane T in Sec. A-6 of the
Appendix is seen not to coincide with the
plane of the actual change In width but is
located a distance (b/(~2 away from it.
This distance is expected to be more
accurate if a significant change in width
is present; if the change in width is
small, however, this distance is expected
to be less. Small errors of this type in
the location of the reference planes are
inherent in the Babinet equivalence pro-
cedure .

III. Comparison with Measured Data

With the exception of the radiating
slot, which was discussed eleewhere~p
measured data are available for only three
of the strip line discontinuity structures
lieted in the Appendix. These are the
round hole, the gap, and the sharp bend.

l.Round Hole in the Inner Conductor{S~A-21:

The measured data on this discontin-
uity structure comes from the Airborne
Instruments Laboratory, and was obtaj.ned
using the perturbation scheme of H. Keen.
The measurement were taken at a wave-
length of approximately 10 ems., on lines
of 50 and 75 ohms characteristic imped-
ance. Both the measurements and the
theoretical results apply directly to the
centerline representation so that the com-
parison is best made there. The comparison
is also a very sensitive one because the
parameter values are so small, or so large,
depending on the parameter (i.e., the rourd
hole does not exert a very pronounced dis-
turbance on the incident wave). such a
comparison is indicated by the curves of
Figs. 10 and 12, for lines of 75 and 50
ohms characteristic impedance, respective-
ly . The theoretical valuea are indicated
by the solid lines , while the measured
data are represented by the indicated
points and the dashed lines connecting
them. It is seen that the agreement is
reasonably good. One notes that all of
the circuit elements are inductive in this
representation.

Comparison between the measured and
theoretical values at the edge represents.
tion Is afforded by Figs. 11 and 13. It
is seen that the shunt arms have now
becor,e capacitive, and that these para-
meter values have substantially increased
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in magnitude. In addition, the agreement

between measurement and theory is now
almost perfect over most of the range. The
reason for these effects is that the para-
meter valuea have now incorporated the
length of transmission line between the
centerline and edge representations. The

more informative representation for this
discontinuity is therefore the centerline
representation.

The formulas for the equivalent
circuit parameters, though simple in form,
are more than adequate for engineering
purposes.

(2. Gap in the Inner.Conductcw Sec. A-3 :

The measured data for this struc-
ture also comes from the Airborne Instru-
ments Laboratory, and was obtained using

a perturbation scheme somewhat modified
from that employed for the round hole,
but also due to H. Keen. Since the gap
exerts a much more pronounced effect on
the incident wave than does the circular
hole, the perturbation procedure is less
accurate for the case of the gap, even
with the modifications employed. The
measured data, whfch were taken at a
wavelength of approximately 10 ems. on a
line of 50 ohm characteristic impedance,
are still reliable, but are therefore not
as trustworthy as those for the round
hole.

The theoretical results apply
directly to the centerline representation
while the measurements were taken at the
edge representation. This situation

requires a shift of the theoretical val-
ues to the edge representation, or a
shift of the measured data to the center-
line representation, in order to effect
a comparison. The comparisons at both of
these reference plane locations are pre-
sented in Fig. 14. It is seen that there
exists a small but consistent discrepancy
between the ,theoretical and measured val-
ues for all of the parameters. The
possible errors introduced by the use of

a perturbation scheme for the measur-
ements may account for part of the dis-
crepancy, but it is still likely that the
approximation inherent In the theoretical
formulas %s the main contributor. At any

rate, it is felt that the agreement is
sufficiently close for engineering pur-
poses. The line in the edge representa-
tion made Up Of alternate dots and dashes
is the asymptotic value of B~Yo, ob-
tained from the last expression in Sec.
A-3 of the Appendix. This latter rela-
tion Is more reliable than the other
theoretical expression in the range
s/w>l. It Is also in better agreement
with the measured data In that range.

3. ~harp bend of any angle Sees. A-4,5Z

Complete equivalent circuit data on
sharp bends are not available, but the
insertion VSWR of a particular right-
angle bend has been taken by the Airkorne
Instruments Laboratory, and the variation
of the insertfon VSViR with the angle of
the bend has been supplied by Tufts
College. The theoretical value of the
Insertion VSWR is readily obtained from
the equivalent circuit parameter values
by means of the relations in Sec. 8 of
the Appendix.

The right-angle bend measured by
the Airborne Instruments Laboratory
possessed an inner conductor width of
0.625” and an outer plate separation of
0.500”, and was measured at a wavelength
of 10.0 CISS. The measured VSWR value
was 2.01; the theoretical value is 2.15.
The agreement is considered reasonably
good.

The bend of arbitrary angle measured
by Tufts College was located in polysty-

rene filled line, with an outer plate
separation of 0.50G1! and an inner conduc-
tor width of 0.400”, and was measured at a
frequency of 2800 mc. A comparison be-
tween the measured and theoretical values
of insertion VSWR as a function of the
angle of the bend is presented in Fig. 15.
The theoretical values are represented by
the solid line, the measured values by the
indicated points. The agreement is seen to
be good except for the region of angles
below 400 or so. In this region the
theoretical values vary in monotonic
fashion while the ~asured values follow
the dashed curve. The measured data were
obtained by the use of a variable short
circuit and analyzed by Deschampsl method,
a procedure whtch should yield a high
degree of’ precis?on. However, since there
seems to be no theoretical justification
for a minor peak in the region of low
angles, it Is possible that this behavior
may be due to certain mechanical irregu-
larities OP defects. At any rate, this
question will be looked into further by
Tufts College.3

Since the VSWR values are independ-
ent of the specification of reference

planes, the above comparison wtth measured
data sheds no light on the accuracy of the
$eference plane locations. Certain ques-
tions concerning this accuracy have been
raised in connection with the discussion
in Sec. II on the Babinet equivalence
procedure.
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(a) Physical structure: (top view of inner con*

duct or j
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(b) Equivalent circuit:
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(c) Circuit parameters%
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where ~ (x) is the logarithmic derivative of xl,
and where D is given by Eq. (la) or (lb).

A-6. SUDDENCHANGEIN WIDTH
&Physicel structure: (top view of inner conductor)
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where D is givenby Eq. (la) or (lb).
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A-7. m JUNCTION
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(b) Equivalent circuit:
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(c) Circuit parameters:
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where D is givenby Eq. (la) or (lb~.

A-8. INSERTIONVSWROFFCWIZ.mNALSfRIucT~
If the structure is chexacterized by a Tee

network, with parameters X sndxx , then one can
f! ? the pure shuntfind the normalized suscep ante o

network equivalent. (at shifted reference planes)
from t

@_Physical structure: (top view of inner conductor) Bs+=- 1
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The insertion VSWHis then given
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